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The nature of the so-called XY Z states is a long-standing problem. It has been suggested that such 
particles may be described as compact four-quark states or loosely bound meson molecules. In the 
present work we analyze the Z (′)c → ηc ρ decay using both approaches. Such channel might provide 
useful insights on the nature of the Z (′)c , helping discriminating between the two different models.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction
Since the ﬁrst observation of the X(3872), made by Belle in 2003 [1], a considerable number of “exotic” particles has been discovered in 
the heavy quark sector (for a review see [2]). In particular, the ﬁnding of charged charmonium-like resonances is a compelling evidence of 
the fact that these resonances cannot be ﬁtted into the known frameworks. However, their nature still lacks a comprehensive theoretical 
understanding. The most accepted phenomenological models interpret them as compact tetraquark states [3], as loosely bound meson 
molecules [4,5], as a quarkonium state interacting with light matter via residual strong forces [6], or as hybrid gluonic states [7].
In 2013, the BES and Belle Collaborations announced the discovery of a charged charmonium-like state called Zc(3900) [8], in the 
channel Y (4260) → Zc(3900)+π− → J/ψπ+π− . Soon after, evidence for the channel Zc(3900)+ → (DD∗)+ was reported by BES [9]. 
In the meanwhile, BES found a twin Z ′c(4020) state decaying into hc π+ and D¯∗0D∗+ [10]. The most likely quantum numbers for both 
resonances are (IG ) J PC = (1+)1+− .1
These two states happen to be close to the DD∗ and D∗D∗ thresholds, respectively, which might suggest a molecular interpreta-
tion [11]. However, the mechanism for which these would-be-molecules are pushed slightly above the threshold (by tens of MeV) is still 
unclear. On the other hand, the constituent diquark–antidiquark model predicted the existence of a 1+− resonance around 3882 MeV
[3,12], and of its radial excitation around 4470 MeV. The conﬁrmation by the LHCb Collaboration of a charged Z(4430) state decaying 
into ψ(2S) π+ [13] and far from open charm thresholds strengthens the whole picture [14]. The Z ′c(4020) lacked an interpretation in 
the original model, but this is ﬁxed by a recent “type II” tetraquark paradigm [15]. For a discussion on the production of these states at 
hadron colliders, see [16,14].
The Belle Collaboration recently started an analysis with the aim of searching for such exotic resonances decaying into the ηc charmo-
nium [17]. A possible interesting channel could be Z (′)c → ηc ρ , as it can provide a good way to discriminate between the interpretations 
mentioned before. In Section 2 we will discuss this decay channel according to the main tetraquark models. In Section 3 we will evalu-
ate the branching fractions according to the molecular hypothesis, by means of a non-relativistic effective theory. Our conclusions are in 
Section 4.
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: alessandro.pilloni@roma1.infn.it (A. Pilloni).
1 For C we report the eigenvalue of the neutral isospin partner.http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2015.04.057
0370-2693/© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
SCOAP3.
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masses. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Table 1
Quark content of the axial tetraquarks respectively in the diquark and closed charm basis. The symbol Sq1q2 stands for the spin eigenstate of the q1q2 pair. In type I model, 
θ  −47◦ . In type II model, θ = 0◦ .
Diquark basis Closed charm basis∣∣1cq,0c¯q¯ 〉 ∣∣0cq,1c¯q¯ 〉 ∣∣1cq,1c¯q¯ 〉 ∣∣1cc¯ ,0qq¯ 〉 ∣∣0cc¯,1qq¯ 〉 ∣∣1cc¯,1qq¯ 〉
X
(
1++
)
1/
√
2 1/
√
2 0 0 0 1
Z
(
1+−
)
cos θ/
√
2 − cos θ/√2 sin θ sin (θ + 45◦) − cos (θ + 45◦) 0
Z ′
(
1+−
) − sin θ/√2 sin θ/√2 cos θ cos (θ + 45◦) sin (θ + 45◦) 0
2. The compact tetraquark
In the constituent diquark–antidiquark models, the ground state tetraquarks are the eigenstates of the color-spin Hamiltonian:
H =
∑
i
mi − 2
∑
i = j,a
κi j 	Si · 	S j λ
a
i
2
· λ
a
j
2
. (1)
In the type I model, the κi j coeﬃcients are extracted from ordinary meson and baryon masses, and the X(3872) mass is used as input 
to ﬁt the diquark mass [3]. The predicted mass spectrum is reported in Fig. 1 (dashed lines). The mixing angle of the two 1+− states is 
found to be θ  −47◦ . The spin-1 eigenstates X and Z in Table 1 are identiﬁed as the X(3872) and the Zc(3900), predicting a mass of 
3882 MeV for the latter. The Z ′
(
1+−
)
state would have a mass of 3755 MeV, but no resonances have been found with this mass and 
quantum numbers.
Recently, it was proposed to neglect the spin-spin interaction outside the diquarks (type II) [15]. More speciﬁcally, in (1) all couplings 
but κcq = κc¯q¯ are neglected. The resulting spectrum contains two degenerate levels with quantum numbers 1++ and 1+− , which can 
be identiﬁed as the X and the Zc(3900), and a heavier 1+− state corresponding to the Z ′c(4020). This Hamiltonian is diagonal in the 
diquark–antidiquark base, hence the wave functions in Table 1 have θ = 0◦ . The mass spectrum of the latter model is reported in Fig. 1
(solid lines).
As far as the transition matrix elements are concerned, we can consider that the heavy spinor structure χc factorizes out from the total 
wave function ψc = χc ⊗ φc
(	r) in the inﬁnite quark mass limit, thus realizing heavy quark spin symmetry [18,19]. The correction to this 
are suppressed by inverse powers of the heavy mass itself. This applies to any state containing a heavy quark, and hence to our diquarks 
as well. In particular, the factorization of the diquark wave function ψ[cq] = χc ⊗ φ[cq]
(	rc,	rq, sq) is expected to have corrections of order 
QCD/mc ∼ 0.25 [18]. A similar expansion also holds for the transition operator allowing the decay into charmonia, which at leading order 
can be expressed as a direct sum, 1HS ⊕ Tˆ⊥HS , the ﬁrst operator preserving the spin of the heavy pair. At leading order, we can consistently 
use the unperturbed wave functions to evaluate the decay amplitudes, obtaining
A= 〈χcc¯|χc ⊗ χc¯〉〈φcc¯|Tˆ⊥HS|φ[cq][c¯q¯]〉 +O
(
QCD
mc
)
. (2)
The ﬁrst term is simply a Clebsch–Gordan coeﬃcient enforcing heavy quark spin symmetry, and can be evaluated upon a Fierz transfor-
mation. The second term depends on the actual dynamic of the decay. For each tetraquark state, one usually assumes this term to be the 
same for every charmonium, and therefore cancels out when evaluating ratios of decay widths [15,18,19]. In other words, it is possible to 
re-arrange the cc¯ quarks into a color singlet pair with a Fierz transformation (see Table 1), and consequently the effective coupling of the 
tetraquark to a charmonium can be assumed to be proportional to the cc¯ component with the appropriate spin content, with an expected 
error O(QCD/mc).
The kinematics of the transition matrix element in Eq. (2) can be taken into account parametrizing the matrix elements as an effective 
coupling times the most general Lorentz-invariant combination of polarization vectors and momenta with appropriate behavior under 
parity and charge conjugation [12], i.e.:
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the solid blue line is the wave function of the J/ψ and the dash-dotted green line is the wave function of the hc . (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
〈 J/ψ (η, p) π (q) |Z (λ, P )〉 = gZψπ λ · η, 〈ηc (p) ρ (,q) |Z (λ, P )〉 = gZηcρ λ · , (3a)
〈hc (p, η) π (q) |Z (λ, P )〉 = gZhcπ
M2Z
μνρσ λμην Pρqσ , (3b)
where η, λ and  are the polarization vectors, p, q and P are the momenta and the gs are the effective couplings with the dimension of 
a mass. Hence, the partial decay widths are:
 (Z → J/ψπ) = 1
3
p∗
8πM2Z
g2Zψπ
(
3+ p
∗2
M2J/ψ
)
,  (Z → ηcρ) = 1
3
p∗
8πM2Z
g2Zηcρ
(
3+ p
∗2
M2ρ
)
, (4a)
 (Z → hcπ) = 1
3
p∗
8πM2Z
g2Zhcπ
(
2
p∗2
M2Z
)
, (4b)
where p∗ is the decay 3-momentum in the Z rest frame. The original models neglect the spatial dependence of the wave functions: 
the coupling to each heavy quark spin conﬁguration is somewhat universal, and the differences are only of kinematical nature. Hence, 
the P -wave decays into hc π are highly suppressed by phase space. Moreover, in the type I model the 0cc¯ component of Zc(3900) is 
cot 2◦  30 times larger than the 1cc¯ one, thus predicting a peak in ηc ρ much more intense than the one in the discovery channel J/ψ π .
A different assumption on the 〈φcc¯ |Tˆ⊥HS|φ[cq][c¯q¯]〉 matrix element has been recently proposed by Brodsky et al. [20], in order to take 
into account the spatial wave functions of the involved states. A diquark–antidiquark pair would tend to convert all its kinetic energy into 
potential energy of the color ﬂux tube until it can be considered at rest at a ﬁxed relative distance which satisﬁes V (rZ , S1 = S2 = 0) =
M − 2mcq , where mcq = (1.86 ± 0.10) GeV [20] is the constituent diquark mass (evaluated via QCD sum rules), and V (r) is the Cornell 
potential:
V (r) = −4
3
αs
r
+ br + 32παs
9m2c
e−σ 2r2 	S1 · 	S2, (5)
where αs = 0.5461, b = 0.1425 GeV2, mc = 1.4797 GeV and σ = 1.0946 GeV2 [20] are the parameter which better describe the char-
monium spectrum. Thus, the larger a charmonium wave function is at rZ , the more favored the decay into such state will be.2 In other 
words, we can assume the effective coupling to be proportional to |ψcc¯ (rZ )|2. The charmonium wave functions can be evaluated by solv-
ing the Schrödinger equation with a Cornell potential and the adequate spin assignment. Concretely, we ﬁnd rZc = (0.60 ± 0.17) fm and 
rZ ′c = (0.72 ± 0.19) fm and estimate from the ratios of charmonium radial wave functions (Fig. 2):
g2Zηcρ
g2Zψπ
= 0.68+0.15−0.12;
g2Z ′ηcρ
g2Z ′hcπ
=
(
5.7+24.4−4.5
)
× 10−2. (6)
In Table 2 we report the predicted branching fractions to ηc ρ , according to the presented models. Here and in the rest of the paper, 
the uncertainties are estimated using a toy Monte Carlo simulation. In particular, the multiplicative relative errors are extracted from a 
log-normal distribution to ensure positivity, while all the other quantites are otherwise assumed to be Gaussian. The asymmetric errors 
will always report the 68% C.L. with respect to the mode of the likelihood distribution. Despite the proposed mechanism for a dynamical 
description is still preliminary, the values obtained are not signiﬁcantly different from a pure kinematical estimates, which give more 
strength to our predictions.
2 Light mesons are not expected to play a role in this mechanism, having a much broader wave function. The argument is someway similar to the hadrocharmonium 
theory [6].
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Predicted ratios of branching ratios for Z (′)c states according to the main tetraquark models. The results in the ﬁrst column are computed considering kinematics and heavy 
quark spin symmetry only. In the second column, instead, we estimated them using the method of [20]. Both type I and type II models give the same predictions for the 
BR (Z ′c → ηc ρ)/BR (Z ′c → hcπ), since both hc and ηc have scc¯ = 0. The ratio of the branching fractions into ηc ρ and J/ψ π according to the type I model are so large 
because of the prefactor cot2 2◦  900. The errors are estimated via the toy MC simulation as explained in the text.
Kinematics only Dynamics included
type I type II type I type II
BR (Zc → ηc ρ)
BR (Zc → J/ψ π)
(
3.3+7.9−1.4
)
× 102 0.41+0.96−0.17
(
2.3+3.3−1.4
)
× 102 0.27+0.40−0.17
BR (Z ′c → ηc ρ)
BR (Z ′c → hcπ)
(
1.2+2.8−0.5
)
× 102 6.6+56.8−5.8
Fig. 3. Possible one-loop diagrams for Zc → ηc ρ . The charge conjugate diagrams are omitted.
3. The molecular picture
In the meson molecule model, the Z (′)c is interpreted as a 
(
D∗ D¯(∗)
)
C=−1 resonant state. We will evaluate the branching fraction 
Z (′)c → ηc ρ by means of the Non-Relativistic Effective Field Theory (NREFT) [5], a framework based on HQET and NRQCD. The interaction 
vertices between the molecular Z (′)c , the ηc and the D(∗) mesons have been discussed in [5], and are given by:
L
Z (′)c
= z
(′)
2
〈
Z(′)μ,ab H¯2bγ μ H¯1a
〉
+ h.c., (7)
where 〈 · · ·〉 stands for a trace over Dirac indices and a and b are isospin indices. The details on the deﬁnitions of the HQET superﬁelds 
and our conventions are reported in Appendix A. This kind of HQET Lagrangian could describe the decays of Zc ’s regardless of the internal 
structure of such states, and provide model-independent results in terms of unknown effective couplings. In these effective theories the 
molecular nature is taken into account by forcing these states to couple to their own constituents only, and forbidding all other tree level 
vertices. The transition to charmonia would thus be allowed only by heavy meson loops.
The interaction between heavy mesons and charmonia is given by [21,5]:
Lcc¯ = g22
〈
¯H1a
←→
/∂ H2a
〉+ g1
2
〈
χ¯μH1aγ
μH2a
〉+ h.c., (8)
where  is the superﬁeld containing the S-wave charmonia, and χ the superﬁeld of the P -wave charmonia. The couplings g1 and g2
have been estimated to be g1 = −
√
Mχc0/3
/
fχc0 and g2 =
√
M J/ψ
/
2MD f J/ψ [21], where fχc0 = (510 ± 40) MeV is estimated via QCD 
sum rules, and f J/ψ = (405 ± 14) MeV can be obtained from the electronic width of the J/ψ itself.3 Plugging all the values one gets 
g1 = (−2.09 ± 0.16) GeV−1/2 and g2 = (1.16 ± 0.04) GeV−3/2.
One key ingredient of our analysis is the interaction between heavy mesons and light mesons. The relevant HQET Lagrangian can be 
found in [22]. We report here the terms involving two heavy mesons and one or two ρ:
LρDD∗ = iβ
〈
H1bv
μ
(Vμ − ρμ)ba H¯1a〉+ iλ 〈H1bσμν Fμν(ρ)ba H¯1a〉+ h.c., (9)
where Fμν(ρ) = ∂μρν − ∂νρμ + [ρμ, ρν ] and σμν = i[γμ, γν ]/2. The vector ﬁeld Vμ contains information on pion pairs, which are not 
of interest for the present case. The imposition of Vector Meson Dominance implies β = 0.9 ± 0.1. QCD sum rules give λ = (0.56 ±
0.07) GeV−1 [23]. The errors on these two couplings have been estimated in [24], where authors found compatible values using QCD sum 
rules.
3.1. Power counting
The relevant one-loop diagrams are reported in Fig. 3. As shown in [5], the importance of a certain diagram in NREFT can be estimated 
using a power counting procedure. The heavy meson velocity relevant for the decay/production of some particle X can be evaluated as 
v X ∼ √|MX − 2MD |/MD , which in our case gives v Z  0.12 and vη  0.68. Every meson loop counts as v5X/(4π)2, while the heavy meson 
propagator scales as 1/v2X . In case there is more than one heavy quark external line joined to a loop, we will use an average velocity v¯ . 
Moreover, depending on the possible presence of derivatives in the interaction vertex, the diagram may also scale either as a power of the 
3 The same formula can be used also to evaluate the coupling g′2 of the ψ(2S), giving g′2 ∼ 1.5 g2.
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Fig. 5. Most relevant two-loop contributions.
external momentum of the ρ meson, q  426.7 MeV, or as an additional power of v X . According to these rules, the combination of the 
diagrams in Fig. 3 scale as:
v¯5
(4π)2
1
v¯6
βgV
q
mρ
q
MD
 1× 10−2 or v¯
5
(4π)2
1
v¯6
λgV q
q
MD
 5× 10−3. (10)
Powers of MD have been introduced to make everything dimensionless.
We now need to evaluate the contribution from higher number of loops since it may happen for them to be as relevant as the one-loop 
contributions [5]. The possible processes we can have are reported in Fig. 5. In particular, the internal virtual particle can be either a pion 
or another ρ meson. Each pion vertex counts as gpπ/Fπ , where g  0.5 is the axial coupling, pπ is the pion momentum and Fπ  93 MeV
is the pion decay constant. Since mπ  0 the pion propagator scales a 1/M2D v2η , MDvη being the largest momentum running inside the 
loop – see [5]. The other two diagrams contain, instead, an additional ρ meson running in the internal leg. In particular, in Fig. 5(c) we 
employed the ρρD(∗)D(∗) vertex arising from the chiral Lagrangian in Eq. (9). This new vertex does not contain any derivative and hence 
counts as λg2V . Moreover, since the mass of the ρ cannot be neglected, the internal propagator scales as 1/(M
2
D v
2
η + m2ρ). These three 
diagrams count respectively as:
v5Z
(4π)2
1
v4Z
v5η
(4π)2
1
v4η
1
M2D v
2
η
g2 β gV
F 2π mρ
q4MD  3× 10−5, v
5
Z
(4π)2
1
v4Z
v5η
(4π)2
1
v4η
1
M2D v
2
η +m2ρ
λβ g3V
mρ
q4MD  7× 10−6 (11a)
and
v5Z
(4π)2
1
v4Z
v5η
(4π)2
1
v4η
M2D
M2D v
2
η +m2ρ
λβg3v
q2
mρ
 2× 10−4. (11b)
As one can see, the ﬁrst two kinds of diagrams are at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the one-loop diagrams and hence can 
be neglected. The dominant two-loop contribution is thus given by the diagrams like the one in Fig. 5(c). There are 6 diagrams of this 
kind (depending on which D mesons run in the loop), while there are 3 one-loop diagrams. Therefore, the ratio between the two-loop 
and the one-loop contributions is (6 × 2 × 10−4)/(3 × 5 × 10−3)  0.08. To be conservative, we will assign a 15% relative error to each 
single amplitude.
The case of Z ′c is very close to the one presented here and we will thus omit it. However, it is worth noting that, since its constituents 
are D∗ D¯∗ , there is one diagram less at the lowest order (Fig. 4).
3.2. Branching fractions
We now have all the tools to evaluate the ratio between the branching fractions BR(Zc → ηc ρ)/BR(Zc → J/ψ π) and BR(Z ′c →
ηc ρ)/BR(Z ′c → hc π). The amplitudes for the Z (′)c → J/ψ(hc) π processes are taken from [5] while the ones for Z (′)c → ηcρ are reported 
in Appendix B. We obtain:
BR(Zc → ηc ρ)
BR(Zc → J/ψ π) =
(
4.6+2.5−1.7
)
× 10−2 ; BR(Z
′
c → ηc ρ)
BR(Z ′c → hc π) =
(
1.0+0.6−0.4
)
× 10−2 . (12)
Moreover, the widths have been computed with:
(Z → B + C) = 1
3
p∗
8π m2Z
∑
|A|2 . (13)pol
A. Esposito et al. / Physics Letters B 746 (2015) 194–201 199Fig. 6. Likelihood curves for BR(Zc → ηc ρ)/BR(Zc → J/ψ π) (left) and BR(Z ′c → ηc ρ)/BR(Z ′c → hc π) (right). The red curve is the molecular prediction, whereas the 
black curve gives the predictions for dynamical type I tetraquark model. The green (yellow) bands give the 68% (95%) conﬁdence region. The pure kinematical tetraquark 
model predicts larger values, which separate even better from the molecular predictions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.)
Both Zc → ηcρ and Zc → J/ψπ processes contain two P -wave vertices, however the ﬁrst one has a smaller phase space that, by itself, 
leads to an order of magnitude suppression. The dominance of Z ′c → hcπ over Z ′c → ηcρ , instead, is explained by the presence of the 
extra ηc DD∗ P -wave vertex in the latter process.
Other interesting ratios can be evaluated. We can assume the total width to be saturated by the decays into D(∗)D∗ , ηc ρ , hc π , J/ψ π , 
ψ(2S)π , and use the measured widths [25] to extract the coupling of the molecular Z (′)c to its constituents:
| z | =
(
1.26+0.14−0.14
)
GeV−1/2 and
∣∣ z′ ∣∣= (0.58+0.22−0.19) GeV−1/2, (14)
where the uncertainties are due to both the experimental uncertainties on the total widths and to the theoretical uncertainties arising 
from neglecting the two-loop diagrams. In particular, the relative errors for the different channels has been estimated starting from the 
power counting performed in [5] and replacing the right quantities for the charm sector. In doing so we found the following conservative 
uncertainties: 15% on hcπ , 25% on J/ψ π and 10% on ψ(2S)π . The DD∗ channel has no theoretical error, being a tree-level process. Note 
the relevant amount of spin symmetry violation, much larger than in the bottom sector [5]. Using again the amplitudes computed in [5]
– the relevant Lagrangian being the one reported in Eq. (8) – and the PDG values for the total widths [25], we can obtain the ratios we 
are looking for:
BR(Zc → hc π)
BR(Z ′c → hc π) = 0.34
+0.21
−0.13 ;
BR(Zc → J/ψ π)
BR(Z ′c → J/ψ π) = 0.35
+0.49
−0.21 . (15)
While this work was written up, a paper discussing the decays Z (′)c → ηc ρ in an Effective Lagrangian approach appeared [26], quite in 
agreement with our results.
4. Conclusions
In this letter we discuss the possible decays Z (′)c → ηc ρ within the most accepted phenomenological models.
Concerning the tetraquark pictures, we used both the type I [3] and type II [15] paradigms, with and without taking into account a 
recently developed dynamical picture [20]. The outcome of this analysis is that all the considered models predict at least one of Zc and 
Z ′c to decay copiously into ηc ρ . On the other hand, within the molecular model, we used NREFT [5] to evaluate the branching fractions. 
We found that the Z (′)c → ηc ρ channels are strongly suppressed with respect to both Zc → J/ψ π and Z ′c → hc π , and hence there is 
a fair probability for these decays not to be seen. In Fig. 6 we can appreciate indeed that the prediction for the Z ′c is well separated 
between tetraquark and molecular models. For the Zc the predictions are well separated in a type I model, whereas molecular and type II 
tetraquark model give solutions compatible at 2σ level. In the latter plot we include the dynamical estimates, but our results are even 
better separated if we consider the pure kinematical evaluation of the tetraquark decays.
Moreover, the molecular picture predicts BR(Zc → hc π)/BR(Z ′c → hc π) < 0.88 and BR(Zc → J/ψ π)/BR(Z ′c → J/ψ π) < 1.86 at 
95% C.L. While the former seems in agreement with the experimental hc π invariant mass distribution (where a hint of Zc is seen, albeit 
not statistically signiﬁcative), it might be in contrast with the latter, which does not show any hint for Z ′c . If the molecular hypothesis is 
correct, a higher statistics should make the Z ′c visible in J/ψ π .
According to these results, the analysis of the ηc ρ ﬁnal state could shed some light on the long-standing problem about the interpre-
tation of the Zc and Z ′c states.
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Feynman rules involving the ρ meson. The charge conjugated of all rules gain an additional minus sign.
Process Relativistic rule Non-relativistic rule
D(P ) → ρ(k, η)D(q) −i√2MDβgV (v · η∗) −i
√
2MDβgV (	k · 	η∗/mρ)
D(P ) → ρ(k, η)D∗(q, ) −√2MDMD∗ gV λμνρσ vμ∗νkρη∗σ
√
2MDMD∗ gV λ i jkkiη∗ j∗k
D∗(P , λ) → ρ(k, η)D∗(q, ) i√2MD∗ gV β(∗ · λ)(v · η∗)
+ i√2MD∗ gV λ[(∗ ·η∗)(λ ·k) − (∗ ·k)(λ ·η∗)]
−i√2MD∗ gV β(	∗ · 	λ)(	k · 	η∗/mρ)
+ i√2MD∗ gV λ[(	∗ ·	k)(	λ · 	η∗) − (	∗ · 	η∗)(	λ · 	k)]
Appendix A. Heavy meson chiral Lagrangians
We report here a brief review on heavy meson chiral Lagrangians in the case of the interaction with light vector mesons [22]. The 
interaction Lagrangian is given in Eq. (9), where H1a and H2a are the Heavy Quark Effective Theory bi-spinors for mesons and anti-mesons 
respectively:
H1a =
(
1+ /v
2
)[
V μa γμ + Paγ5
]
, H2a =
[
V¯ μa γμ − P¯aγ5
](1− /v
2
)
, H¯1,2a = γ0H†1,2aγ0 (A.1)
 =
(
1+ /v
2
)[
ψμγ
μ − ηcγ 5
](1− /v
2
)
, χμ =
(
1+ /v
2
)[
· · · + hc,μγ 5
](1− /v
2
)
, Z(′)μ =
(
1+ /v
2
)
Z (′)μ γ 5
(
1− /v
2
)
, (A.2)
where vμ is the heavy meson velocity and a is a ﬂavor index. The ﬁelds V μ (V¯ μ) and P ( P¯ ) annihilate a (anti-)vector and a (anti-)pseu-
doscalar respectively according to V μ |V (q, )〉 = μ√MV |0〉, P |P (q)〉 = √MP |0〉. In the deﬁnition of χμ , we omit the C = +1 P -wave 
charmonia. For light vector mesons, we follow the anti-hermitian convention of [22], i.e. ρμ = igV ρˆμ/
√
2, where:
ρˆμ =
(
ρ0μ/
√
2+ ωμ/
√
2 ρ+μ
ρ−μ −ρ0μ/
√
2+ ωμ/
√
2
)
, (A.3)
and gV  5.8 [22,23]. Starting from the Lagrangians (9) one can obtain the Feynman rules for different processes, which we report in 
Table A.1. The non-relativistic limit can be obtained by letting v → (1, 	0).
Appendix B. Amplitudes and loop integral
According to the Feynman rules found in Table A.1 and in [5] the non-relativistic one loop amplitude associated with the processes in 
Fig. 3 is:
AZcηcρ = 2
√
2MZMη zgV g2
[
β
	qρ · 	η
mρ
λi
(
I i(MD ,MD∗ ,MD;qρ) + I i(MD∗ ,MD ,MD∗ ;qρ)
)
(B.1a)
+ λ
(
(	λ · 	η)qiρ − (	λ · 	qρ)ηi
)(
I i(MD ,MD∗ ,MD∗ ;qρ) + I i(MD∗ ,MD ,MD∗ ;qρ)
)]
, (B.1b)
where 	λ and 	η are the spatial polarizations of the Zc and of the ρ respectively and qρ is momentum of the outgoing ρ . The overall factor 
of 2 comes from the charge conjugate diagrams. I i(m1, m2, m3; q) is the non-relativistic loop integral with three propagators:
I i(m1,m2,m3;q) = i
8
∫
d4l
(2π)4
(q − 2l)i(
l0 − 	l22m1 −m1 + i
)(
MZ (′) − l0 − 	l22m2 −m2 + i
)(
l0 − q0 − (	l−	q)
2
2m3
−m3 + i
) . (B.2a)
It can be computed with the same techniques explained in [5] and it gives:
I i(m1,m2,m3;q) = qi [I0(m1,m2,m3;q) − 2I1(m1,m2,m3;q)] , (B.2b)
with:
I0(m1,m2,m3;q) = μ12μ23
16π
√
a
[
tan−1
(
c23 − c12
2
√
ac12 − i
)
+ tan−1
(
2a + c12 − c23
2
√
a(c23 − a) − i
)]
, (B.2ca)
I1(m1,m2,m3;q) = 1
2a
{μ12μ23
2
[B(c23 − a) − B(c12)]+ (c23 − c12)I0(m1,m2,m3;q)
}
. (B.2cb)
In particular, μi j is the reduced mass between mi and mj , a =
(
μ23
m3
)2
q2, c12 = 2μ12(m1 +m2 − MZ (′) ) and c23 = 2μ23
(
m2 +m3 + q0 +
	q2
2m3
− MZ (′)
)
. Lastly:
B(c) = −
√
c − i
4π
. (B.2d)
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AZ ′cηcρ = 2
√
2MZMηz
′g2gV
[
λ
(
(	λ · 	η)qiρ − (	λ · 	qρ)ηi
)(
I i(MD∗ ,MD∗ ,MD;qρ) + I i(MD∗ ,MD∗ ,MD∗ ;qρ)
)
(B.3a)
+ 2β 	qρ · 	η
mρ
λi I i(MD∗ ,MD∗ ,MD∗ ;qρ)
]
. (B.3b)
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